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  1. Who is the author of the fairy tale "The Steadfast Tin Soldier"?

Hans Christian Andersen

The Grimm Brothers

Charles Perrault

2. Why the soldier is steadfast?

Because he does not fall despite the fact that he has only one leg

Because he is made of fire-resistant metal

Because he bravely goes through all misfortunes

3. How many tin soldiers were there?

15

25

20

4. What are the main personal qualities of the Steadfast Tin Soldier?

Shyness and kindness

Courage and boldness

Resourcefulness and physical strength

5. Which metal was the soldier made of?

Iron

Tin
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Lead

6. What was the soldier made from?

The old tin spoon

The tin bowl

The tin ladle

7. Who did The Steadfast Tin Soldier fall in love with?

The Porcelain Dancer

The Tin Ballet Dancer

The Paper Dancer

8. What was a soldier’s thought when he first saw the dancer?

How can I get to her ...

I wish I had such a wife!

She is so beautiful and kind!

9. Who was in the snuffbox?

The little black troll

Devil

Tobacco

10. How did the soldier get on the street?

He was thrown by the little boy

He was dragged by the rat

He fell out of the window
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The Steadfast Tin Soldier Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. Who is the author of the fairy tale "The Steadfast Tin Soldier"?
  Hans Christian Andersen
  2. Why the soldier is steadfast?
  Because he bravely goes through all misfortunes
  3. How many tin soldiers were there?
  25
  4. What are the main personal qualities of the Steadfast Tin Soldier?
  Courage and boldness
  5. Which metal was the soldier made of?
  Tin
  6. What was the soldier made from?
  The old tin spoon
  7. Who did The Steadfast Tin Soldier fall in love with?
  The Paper Dancer
  8. What was a soldier’s thought when he first saw the dancer?
  I wish I had such a wife!
  9. Who was in the snuffbox?
  The little black troll
  10. How did the soldier get on the street?
  He fell out of the window
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